SINGLE-PHASE Innovation
Power supply 230V single-phase

The lift can work even with a simple domestic counter (3KW 16A)
Capacity 2.800 kg

Lift capacity of 2800 kg is allowed by the massive structure (750 kg)
Electromechanical Operating

Electromechanical
Direct lowering without safety release.

The precision and speed that only an electromechanical lift can offer.

Electrohydraulic
The lift rises before lowering to release safety.
The use of the \textbf{INVERTER} (Standard equipped) on the lift allows power management during lifting and ensure the lifting at any loading condition.
Operations allowed on vehicles with opens doors

30° reclinated columns move the barycentre half meter outward from the lift. It allows to open the doors without losing any space. Shorter time to put the car on the lift.
Lifting allowed from the City Car to the SUV
Maximum Safety

The lift has been entirely built by OMCN S.p.A. in Bergamo respecting all safety standards and certifications.